
Rapid7 and Medigate
Delivering Full IoMT and IoT Visibility to SecOps



Medigate provides the leading healthcare IoT security platform, dedicated to protecting healthcare 
providers’ clinical networks and delivering safer connected care to patients. Medigate leverages passive 
scanners to identify medical and IoT devices via Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) techniques, which collect 
and parse network traffic and fingerprint all connected medical devices.

InsightVM,  Rapid7’s leading Vulnerability Management platform, directly discovers and assesses whether a 
connected device is open to known cybersecurity attacks. It does so by scanning the device and checking if 
certain vulnerabilities or misconfigurations can be successfully exploited on the device. In these ways, 
Rapid7 continues on its mission of closing the security achievement gap.
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Superior Clinical Risk & Vulnerability Management



Superior Clinical Risk & Vulnerability Management
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Healthcare organizations need to assess 
everything in their network

● Risky to actively scan medical devices 
(and IoT)

● Hard to drive security action without 
clinical context

● Full visibility into your hybrid 
environments

● Business context to make informed 
risk management decisions

● Perform safe, comprehensive scans

● Unify Information Security and 
Clinical/BioMed teams to drive actions

The Problem The Solution

Rapid7 and Medigate bring safety and security together
through visibility, assessment, and governance.



Medigate imports vulnerabilities 
and exposures from InsightVM

Medigate exports device attributes into InsightVM 
in the form of contextual asset tags
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Integrated Solutions

https://extensions.rapid7.com/extension/medigate_medical_iot_device_security_platform

Medigate passively discovers 
medical device and IoT inventory

Device context used to perform 
active scanning (or exclusions) 
using InsightVM
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Clinical Network

● Over 80 medical device protocols

● Over 40 general selling IoT protocols

● DHCP, DNS, SMTP,  and HTTP based 
fingerprints

● General TCP OS fingerprints

https://extensions.rapid7.com/extension/medigate_medical_iot_device_security_platform
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Integration Screenshots
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Device information
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Clinical CVEs
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Clinical Risk Score in Medigate
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InsightVM Scan Results in Medigate



Thank You.


